U.S. Baseball Academy’s Spring Training is a unique concept that provides young players an opportunity to take their game to the next level. USBA camps are designed to develop skills in all facets of the game with an emphasis on teaching proper fundamentals and techniques. Sessions are available in hitting, pitching, fielding, and catching.

**Sessions for grades 1 through 12** include six hours of instruction in one skill for as low as $139. Add a second skill for $109 and a third skill for just $69!

**A national baseball program with a local touch** operated by Reggie Walters, Head Coach, Gull Lake HS, and his staff.

**With a low player to coach ratio,** each player gets plenty of individual attention in a small-group atmosphere.

**Make Next Season, Your Best Season**

For a complete description of our program and session times, call us now at 866-622-4487 or visit www.USBaseballAcademy.com